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This report is a general study of the financial
manager.ient function at a Marine Corps Air Station. The iviarine
Corps Ail' Station, like the Naval Air Station, is primarily
concerned with the financial management of these funds
allocated by various Navy biur-eaus to the station for operations
and maintenance, and for support of the Aircraft, Fleet Marine
Force, units which may be assigned there. However, unlike the
Kaval Air Station, the fviarine Corps Air Station has an
additional task of managing certain funds allocated to it by ^
the Marine Corps on a unilateral basis. Ttie management of
both the Kavy and iViarine Corps funds is presently bein,';
carried on by various dexjartrients within the station organi-
zation coordinated through the G-4 section of a General Staff.
As of July 1, 1'.'56, hovvever, this function will be. shifted to
a newly established comptroller organization.-^
In order to provide an understanding of the comptroller
concept as it will exist in the Marine Air Station for fiaan-
cial management, a brief outline of the events which brou^^ht
about its establishment is pertinent.
Commandant of the Marine Corps, Marine Corps
Order 5450.2, "h stable shment of Comptroller Organization at
Certain IViarine Corps Field Activities" (Washington, D.C.:




The Title IV Amendment to the i'»ation.al Security Act
of 1947, passed by Cori^ ress on Au^^ust 10, 1943, first estab-
lished the comptrollersriip concept within the Departtnent of
Defense. Uithin the ovei-ail policy and framework of this
amendment, the Department of Defense has established a program
desi<;;ned to improve the business operation of the department
by the use of modern financial management techniques. In trie
Department of the Navy, this program has become the responsi-
bility of the Navy ccrr:ptrollors due to ttie fact that that office
haa been delegated authority to supervise the preparation,
review, and execution of the Navy Departm.ent budget, in
compliance vdth the Act, the Secretary ol the Kavy issued
guidance for the establishment of comptroller organizations
in bureau headquarters, offices, and field activities of the
Navy and Marine Corps. Tiiis instruction outlined the basic
functions of comptrollership which should be performed by
and for every bureau, office, and field activity whose opera-
tion was of a size and complexity to warrant it. These
functions included budgeting, accounting, program analysis,
progress reporting, and financial management. Kecoramendations
as to organization, staffing, and suggested comptroller
relationships within organizations were also included.
During the period this instruction v-as under
Secretary of the Navy, Instruction 5400.4,
"Fistablish:,^ent of Comptroller organizations in Bureaus,
Headquarters, Offices, and Held Activities of the Navy and




preparation the Commandant of the Marine Corps requested and
received authority to irnpleraent the provisions of this direc-
tive over a period of tifoe so that Marine Corps personnel
could be adequately indoctrinated in the corr:ptrollership
concept. It v'as anticipated that this educational ti aining
period would req'iire about three years. During this period
it was contemplated that there v^ould be a consolidation in
the field activities of the many fiscal functions into a
fully integrated comptroller organization.
Following the instructions issued by the Secretary of
the Navy, the Commandant transmitted his interpretation of the
requireriients necessary to carry out the objectives of the
comptrollership function as authorized by the Secretary of
the Navy. It is noted that the Commandant gave no specific
instructions to centralize all the cor-'ptroller functions into
one office at that tirae. Vvith guidance received in the Cortiman-
dant's letter, field activities organized staff sections to
perform the comptrollership functions as they saw fit. The
policy of general guidance in lieu of specific instruction
developed a wide variance in organization structures and
areas developed where improvements could be made to eliminate
organizational deficiencies. The establishing of a formal
Cornrr.andant of the f'.jarine Corps, Lettor A644-SD,
"Establishjnent of Comptroller" (Washington, D.C.: Department
of the Navy, December, 1953),
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comptroller organization with the centralization of
comptroller functions within that unit will achieve this aim
for the field activities. The ovei'-all introductory program
of financial management vd.thin the Marine Corps has been
satisfactory and should improve with the full implementation
of the pro;<ram conterrsplated by the Secretai-y of the Navy.
In describing financial manageirient activities at a
Marine Corps Air Station, this paper will cover several
specific areas. The planning and programming-, necessary to
financial rnanageraent operations will be examined. Space vvill
be given to a de5icription of the budgeting function; and





Financial manageiTient, as defined by a Navy
comptroller, is:
"the process by mfhlch work programs, including the
related phases of program planning and coordination,
are translated into financial terms, analyzed, evaluated,
and reflected in tne form cf bud.=-;,et estimates; the
necessary funds justified and obtained frorr the granting
authority and allotted or distributed to the proper
units; adequate measures maintained for accountability
and expenditure control and for assuring at all times
that the funds utilized for the execution of the
authorized programs of work are Pein^^ expended in the
most effective and economical manner possible, and that
the results are analyzed, measured, evaluated, and reported
upon in comparison with authorized plans or objectives.
Responsibility for effective financial manajj^eraent is part
and parcel of over-all operating management responsi-
bility. "^
The importance of plannin^i and programming in the
financial management cycle cannot oe over-emphasized.
Marine Corps Air Station commanders receive their
broad programming data from the Chief cf Naval Operations with
the concurrence of the Comri.andant of the Marine Corps. This
prescribes the mission of the station and .j;ives general
guidance for future operations of the Aircraft, Fleet Warine
^A. B. Chettle, "Financial Managenient, iMaval Aviation,"
Paper read before the Marine Corps Aviation Training
Conference, Quanticc, Virginia, September 21, 1955.
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P'orce, units based thereon. Within the scope of this general
guidance are included such items as total number of operating
aircraft and pilot hours required to accomplish a desired
level of conibat readiness. From this data, the station
commander is able to interpret aii craft flyint;, hours and
project this intelligence into the various station opei'ating
areas which will be affected in reaching the over-all station
objective.
The major items w<hich require consideration in the
programming and planning phase are the civilian and military
manpower requirements, materiel needs, and capital facilities
and equipment improvements.
The first item, the civil-Lan manpower requirement,
is the most important from the dollar cost aspect. This
requirement is determined by the local command on the basis
of past experience and use of workload data.
All corrmion type materials which are classified as
co';:imon to other m.ajor commands and listed under the Navy
Stock Fund (MSA) are handled in a manner similar to the
civilian manpower requirements. Howevei^, the technical
aeronautical material (APA) needs are handled centrally by
the Bureau of Aeronautics for the entire Kaval and Marine
Corps Aeronautical organizations. In contrast to the ccnimon
type materials, the technical material is issued to the air
station vuithout any charge to its funds, and therefore

requires no planning on the part of individual stations.
CompleiJjents of marines for station duty are estab-
lished by the Cotrntandant of the Marine Corps after considering
the reconunendations of the station coirmander, cognizant
military comraanders. Chief of the bureau of Aeronautics, and
the Chief of Waval Operations. Capital facilitie,3 and equip-
ment are also included in plans developed by the station
commander after consultation with higher authorities in the
chain of command.
In order to establish the over-all plan and prograias
for tiie station, it is essential that the station corrimander
rely on past experience and historical records as well as the
guidance he receives from higher authority.
When the s tuition plans and programts have b^en defi-
nitely established they are distributed to the operating
activities where they become guides for moi-e detailed planning
by operating personnel. These guidelines are disseminated
more tlian tvt/o years in advance of the budget as it is
presented to Congresa and are ejcpanded and artiplif ied into
functional plans which are based around the general organi-
zational structure of the air station. At this point, the
station plan is converted into a financial plan with a
dollar sign attached— the station budget.
based on the station plan, the annual budget estimates





1. Operating j;rogram for the t?outine daj^-to-ciay
business.
2. Industrial shop equipment and plant- iraprovernents
program,
3. General station collateral equipment program,
4. Major repairs and minor construction projects.
5. Major construction projects.
There are other special rrdscellanecus programs, such
as those for automotive equipment, electronic equipment.
Marine Corps peculiar projects, etc. However, the latter are
usually minor in dollar amounts.
Budgeting for the annual routine day-to-day operation
programs is accomplished by decentralization of authority and
responsibility to departments or funct. onal areas of operation
and to Aircraft, Fleet Marine Force, units which operate from
the station. Each department head prepares and submits his
budget estimate for the period. i'hese estiraates are based
on broad program planning factors, such as nijimber of lleet
units to be suppoited by the station, number of aircraft to
be overhauled by the overhaul and repair der.art.ent, and
the amount of flight operctticns anticipated in station
plans. These estimates are tempered by past cost records
of comparable work load data and individual experience.
Each of these budgets is s'lbmitted for consolidation into
a proposed over-all station master budget covering the
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day-to-day maintenance and operating program. Vvhen a designa-
ted budget officer has completed the consolidation of the de-
partmental estimates into the proposed over -all station rraster
budget, which action is i*eferred to as the budget officer's
"mark-up," the recommendations along with the individual
department estimates are sent to a budget cormittee. During
a budget corrmittee hearing the department heads are required
to justify their budget estimates. When the coiJinittee reaches
a final estimate for the over-all station operatir^g budget
it is sent to ttie commanding officer for review and a.-proval.
Upon ai^proval by the commander, the budget is returned to
the budget officer for preparation into the "smooth" or final
station master budget. The finished budget is broken down
into quarterly requirements, and is subm.itted to the Bureau
of Aeronautics. The commander may be called to justify his
budget estimates before the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics
periodically.
The air station t udget consists of a number of indi-
vidual estim.ates submitted during each fiscal year. These
estimates are usually pi-epared on standardized forms or
formats prescribed by the activity exercising management or
financial control over tirie specific allotment area. These
formats list the programs or projects according to priority.
Each project listed on the format will have a description
sheet containing all the pertinent Information necessary for
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justifi cation at higher levels. The air station budget,
then, is not a comprehensive document covering all phases of
the station's financial reoiirerrients for submission to higher
authority on one specific date.
The process of budgeting for the industrial shop
eqTiipment and plant improvements required is an exax'ple of
this fragmented bnaget system. This estimate is suDmitted
on a form referred to as the NAVAB:1R 2520, It is divided into
two major parts. Part I lists items of plant equipment j such
as lathes, generators, etc., required for normal operations
and Part II lists all such items required for specific plant
expansion or improvement ])rojects of a I'lajor nature. items
in both Farts I and II are listed in the desired priority.
The presentation includes the following information:
"a. Initial and replacement requirements for general
purpose plant account shop and test equiprrient, including
acquisition and installation cost. . . .
b. Repairs to general purpose shop and test equipment
in excess of $5,000., including the cost for rework and
reinstallation as well as NSA, APA, locally procured
material and ci^vilian and military labor incident there-
to. .. ,
c. Initial installation of equipment on hand.
Including equipment procured with Allotment C funds,
buAer furnished equipment and naval stock items. . . .'
Large items are listed individually when cost exceeds
|:200. , T/hereas installations of lesser cost are grcuped
Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics, Insti-uction 11010. 4A,
^Tlant Equipment and Plant Improvement; Budgeting and Funding,







together under the above headings, listing the individual
items nvolved with individual installation cost for each in
the justification column. The Instruction further indicates
that:
"it is necessary that all budgeted shop and test
equipment be identified by appropriate aviation supply
office or *~eneral stores supply office stock numbers
where applicable, with coiiiplete nomenclature. The
furnishing of the stock numbers is important as this
inforrntvtion is used in coordinating the procurement of
these items with the appropriate supply o/ficer. It is
also important that all commercial items not can led by
the Navy supply system be fully described and iden-
tified."-^
In justifying new items of shop equipment, it is
necessary to identify existing equipment and justify the
necessity for replacement. Justifying new items not carried
in the Navy supply system requires a statement that there is
no suitable substitute listed in Navy supply system catalogs.
The new or initial items of shop equipment must be justified
as to intended use, type of work-load, percentage of utiliza-
tion per work-load, percentage of utilization -^er v/crk-week
and building and shop locaticn. Savings in man hours or
increased production per man hour and other economies resulting
from the procure/rsent of equipment is also required.
Part II of the budgetary I'orm 2520 covers plant Irr-
provement projects of a major nature involving rearrangement,
expansion and establishment of shop and test facilities
Ibid




costing in excess of |»1,000. cr less are appropriately
charged to operating allotments and need not be listed.
As in rart I, all projects must be identified by a brief
description of the v^^rk to oe accomplished. It is required
that jastif ic &tio:i snculd outline the ne»-d and the results to
be accomplished by the project. Such things as work lead
requirements, safety ana economical features, are factors to
be presented in justificaticn.
In addition to the request for plant irr.provement on
the Budgetaiy 2520, a formal letter request for projects listed
In the runding 2520 is also required prior to obtaining funds.
This procedure is essentially the Scone and covers the same
area as the budgetary estimate made on the NAVAER 2520 one year
previously.
Another station budget fragment is that for station
collateral equipment. It is developed by the individual
department heads and is coordinated and consolidated by the
budget oiiicer into an over-axl station plan to be sub.r.itted
by the Co'.inanding Officer to the bureau of Aeronautics, via
cognizant military operational commands for further
coordination, review and comment.
This budget estimate is prepared on b-.Aer Report
Form 11000-5. A concise justification is furnished to
support the request for each item. The use of justification
statements such as "inci'eased work load," "aciditional i-equire-
ments," and to "meet expansion," are considered
-'Chief, iureau of Aeronautics, instruction 11000.1,
Chapter 1, "Jeneral Station Collateral Equipment for Each
Fiscal Year; Replacement of and additional Requirements for"
(Washington, i/. C. : Department of the Navy, March, 1953).
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ins^fflcient tc warrant EuAei approval of the it ere and are
avoided. This budget eatirnate, like uiost of the others, is
submitted annually and mv: t be in B^oAer not later than May 1.
The general categories of equipment listed on this
request for coll,-teral equipment are as follows:
"1. Office labor-saving equipment.
2. Office furniture and furnishings.
3. Public v;crks shop tools and equipment. Including
construction equipment items not appearing on a BuAer
allowance list.
4. Quarters furnishings,
5. Galley and mess hall equipment,
6. Warehouse equipment except notorized trucis, trac-
tors, etc,"-'-
Each item listed on the budget request m.ust be
identified by stock number and complete nomenclature, such as
the listings in the various sections of catalogs of naval
m.ateris.1 or those of federal supply systems. In case the
item is not listed in any of these publications, a complete
description and reference to a contractor's catalog is made
for identification purposes. The funds requested must be on
the basis of a realistic unit price, since funds will be
granted in accordance with the cost price submitted. Addi-
tional funds to cover the differential between the estimated
cost and the actual cost must be absorbed by the reduction of
quantities or the elimination of items, within funds granted.
The dividing line between this fund and the "A" Allotment
operating funds is not always clear. Additional or replace-
ment items having a unit cost of r_j-bOO, or less are chargeable
to the Allotment "A" funds, the only exception being those
^Ibid .




instances when the additional equipment is required to
initially outfit a new office or shop which has been estab-
lished as a result of an expansion in the station's assigned
mission and when the total cost of all the required iter.is
is more than f500. Each report is screened by interested
operational commanders with an eye to eliminating all non-
essential items and assuring that iteiris requested are adequate
as well as necessary to support the activities' planned
mission.
The general purT>ose of this budget request is to fur--
nish the Bureau of Aeror.autics with information, on an annual
basis, regarding the fiscal year requirements for general
station collateral equipment at activities under the manage-
ment control of the mireau. This Information is used to
determine the appropriate apportionment to each activity
of such funds as are made available to the our^eau of Aero-
nautics for financing station general collateral equipment
requii'ed for replacement and expansion, during each fiscal
year.
Another separate bud^^et area is that for major repair
and minor construction projects."^ The Public torks officer
prepares this estimate as the responsibility for performing
•^Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics, Instruction 11014. lA,
"Annual Public Works fifiaintenance and Repair Report"
"v'lashington, D. C: Department of the Navy, August, 1955).
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such work is usually assigned to hiin. This estimate is
submitted to the Bureau of Aeronautics via the appropriate
District and Naval Air base Commander, Copies of all Marine
Corps Air Station Maintenance and Repair Requests are sent
to the Chief of Naval Operations (OF-52).
The I'ublic 'vVorks Maintenance and Repair i'rcject
Request, coivmonl/ referre.l to as the M & R Report, provides
the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics with information con-
cerning requirements for major repairs and riajor ImproveTnents
within the Naval Aeronautical shore establishment. It is
imperative that M oc K Reports be complete, detailed and
accurate to insure proper scheduling and planning of inajor
repair and improvement work. This information is used to
formulate a realistic major repair and iiaproventent program
for the fcrthcoriin;^; fiscal year within the available funds
under the Bureau of Aeronautics fiscal program,
"structural Repairs." Also, to formulate a tentative program
for the next succeeding fiscal year to s ipport the "Structural
Repairs" budget estimate submitted for congressional approval.
The M & R budget estiiriate is composed of two parts.
The first part contains a listing of all projects in the
order of importance which is submitted on a four-column format.
This format includes such information as station priority
numbei-, station identification number, project title, and
the estimated cost. The second part is a separate project
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description sheet for each project listed on the format and
assembled in the order of station priority. Fach project is
a complete ano. self-contained request, including location
drawings, construction schematics, photographs, and other
graphic or written su porting data. A project requires only
one subrnis sicn, as projects not financed on initial sub-
mission will be carried over for consideration in succeeding
fiscal years unless cancelled by the command or station.
These j^iojects need only be included on the priority listing
in subsequent reports and amended for changes in scope or
estimated cost. The M &- R Report is submitted once each year,
but may be amended as new or unforeseen requireiiients ccc'-ir-
during the year. The integrated priority list must reach the
Bureau of Aeronautics by April 15th of each year, A revised
priority list which reflects all changes as ol' October 15th
must reach the Bureau by November 15th each year. When a
project not included in the original estimate is submitted
for approval, it must be assigned a priority nu.mber to indi-
cate its relative importance to all others on the current
list with full justification as to precedence over projects
pi'eviously submitted and the reason why the project was not
included on the annual list. Detailed instruction concerning
the method of submitting requests for approval of Public
Works maintenance and repair projects to be financed by funds
under the administrative control of the i:>ureau of
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Aeronautics may be found in BuAer Instruction 7820. 12A of
26 March 195o and BuAer instructicn 11014. lA of 25 Au;,ast
1955,
The program for rr^ajor military construction is another
individual bud;_:,et area. This prograiri is referred to .s the
shore station development plan. Instructions covering this
plan are' issued by the Chief of Naval Operations and provide
the backgro^jind for development or an orderly and continuing
construction program tc permit accomplisiurient of the station
mission under both peace time and war time conditions.
The Fv.blic Works officer usually prepares the initial
estimate on the major projects. These estimates are based
on the planning developed by the station development board.
Activities under a Commander, Marine Air leases, submit their
program to the air base comirtandei' ' s station development board
for consolidation into Marine Corps Air Base Coir^mand program.
These pro,Arams and those originated by other Marine Corps
aviation activities under the military control of the Co;'iman-
dant, llarine Ccips, are submitted directly to Marine Corps
Headquarters for i-eview &iid transmittal to the Sfcnsor, the
Bureau of Aeronautics, via the Chief of l^aval Operations
Shore Station Development Eoai'd. Advance copies of these
Chief, Naval v^peraticns, UPNAV Instructions 1101. 2A,
"Shore Station Development Programs; Instri\ction Ke£,ardins
Preparation of Submission" ( VvashlngtoHj D, C: Department of
the Navy, October, 1954).
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programs are sent directly to the Bureau of Aeronautics and
to each Naval District or hiver Command within whose area
the activity is located. Other Marine Air Stations which are
under the military control of a Naval District or River Command
submit their programs to the Command Shore Station Development
Board for consolidation into an over-5ill District or River
Corrirnand program. Copies of these programs are sent to the
Corijnandant of the Marine Corps but are not included in the
progi arns submitted by him. The individual programs from the
Air Base Commands , District and Biver Commands, are further
submitted to their spcnsor, Bureau of Aeronautics, for furtiier
submission to the Chief of ivaval Operations Shore Station
Development Board. At this point the clans are consolidated
into an over-all or Navy-wide Shore Station Development plan.
As a matter of interest, the CNO SSDB is provided ivith associ-
ate members representing each of thirteen sponsoring activities.
The air station plan /generally is reviewed by the B-Jireau of
Yards and Docks as to enf^inoering criteria and by the Bureau
of Aeronautics as to operational foatures. Th-ase i:)rojscts
are financed by a separate appropriation, "Military Construc-
tion, Navy," v»hich is administered by the Bui-eau of Yards
and Docks, The estimate for funds on major military construc-
tion does not include allowance for military pay and the cost




In summary, each Station Development Board prepares an
annual program for development of its station. All projects
in these programs are shown on the master plan for de\,elop-
ment of tiie station, in support of its peace time and war
time mission as delineated by higher directives. Pending
their final review and approval, the master plan approved
by the cognizant commands Is the basis for development of each
station. Iixjects comprlsirjg each program are arranged in
order of priority, together with the required supportini^ data,
and forwarded through the appropriate chain of command to
Chief cf Ka\al Cperati ns. Shore Station Development board,
for consolidation into the over-all Navy -wide military conii ti^ic-
tion prof^i aiTi, It is noted that this estimate or request is
required to reach the Chief of Naval Operations, Shore
Station Development, seventeen months prior to the beginning
of the fiscal year for vdiich the program is proposed.
If the time required to forward this report through the chain
of corrmiand and time for preparation of the original document
were added to the above requirement of lead time, it is
highly conceivable that many of the original estimates are
entirely useless and out of date.
This placming and budgetin^j process constitutes the
budget formulation stage of the budget cycle at the Marine





Is complicated because of the number of them required.
Various functions which constitute a station program must
be Included in different budget documents, and this requires
a high degree of correlation of requests to prevent omissions
or duplications. The budgetary prccesa is complex not only
in Washington but also at air stations in California.

CHAPTER II
ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF FUNDS
The Commanding Officer of a Marine Corps Air Station,
by virtue of his office, is personally responsible for the
proper and effective use of the funds allotted to him and
is legally responsible for adequately controlling the funds
so allotted. This comrrand responsibility requires that
continued personal attention be .iven to:
a. Autj;orizing under each allotraent and ;. reject
order only those obligations and expenditures properly
allocable tnereto in accordance witli its previsions.
b. Restricting all charges to the lo.est level
compatible w^ith economical and efficient accomplish-
ment of the Vicrk or operations covered by the authori-
zation concerned.
c. Completing all work or operations and clearing
all ciiarges covered by the authorization prior to the
expiration thereof.
d. C:ntrolllni5 issues and use of technical aero-
nautical material from the Appropriation Fuichases Account
to the end that full, efficient and economical utiliza-
tion of all government property is achieved.
e. Preventing over-obligation and over-expenditure
of the am.ount authorized.
f. heportins promptly to the bureau of Aeronautics
any excess or shortage of funds under an aviation allot-
mient er project oraer as scon as it becomes apparent
that the amount authorized is not in balance with^the
operations or work to be accompxished thereunder.
Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics, Instruction 7000.2,
"Command Responsibility for Administrative Contiol of Appro-




The adrfiinlstratlve control of funds, or budgetary
control, is basically established tnrough the allocation of
the responsibil.' ty for allotment adrriinistration , or sub-
divisions thereof, to individual officers and department
heads. These administrate is are held personally responsible
to the commanding officer for the proper use of such funds.
Aviation allotments for iViarine Corps air stations
are granted primarily by the Bureau of Aeronautics to
finance routine maintenance and cperatin;,;, cost and, vinere
1
specifically authorized, special local procurement.
These allotments are identified for administrative purposes
as: Series A - ueneral Station Allotment, Series b -
Aircraft Operations Ajiotment, Series C - Aircraft Overhaul
Allotment, Series D - Special Purposes Allotment, and Series
E - Researr'h and Development Allotment.
basically, allotments from the Bureau of Aeronaiitics
aypi'opriations are lim.iteo to requirements of the fiscal
year for which the allotment is granted. That is, only
those expenses incurred during the current year may be
legally charged against the allotment. All Bureau allot-
ments to the station activities, with the exception of the
Series D Special Purposes Allotment, are grantea in quarterly
installments. Each allotment becomes available for obli-
gation or expenditure on the first day of the quarter for
Ciiief, Bureau of Aeronautics, instruction 7300.2,
"Availability of bureau of Aeronautics Allotments for Obli-
gation and Expenditure Purposes" ('/Washington, D. C: Depart-
ment of the Navy, June, 1953),
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which granted, but the unobligated and uneXi,>ended balances
at the end of a quarter carry forward from quarter to quarter
within the fiscal year and are added be the aiuount of the
new quarterly allotment to determine the totals available
for the subsequent quarter. All Bureau allotments to the
stations, except the Series D Special Purpose Allotinerit,
expire for obligation purposes not later than the end of the
fiscal year for which granted, but continue available until
the assigned completion date for payment of obligations
properly incurred and for routine obligation adjustment.
An allotment completion date is established for each
aviation allotment and is intended to allow time for the
delivery of material ordered or completion of coirimercial
services procired, the payment of obligations properly
incurred, anci the i inal reporting of expenditures. No changes
may be made to a bureau of Aeronautics allotment subsequent
to its CO 'pletion date without the approval of tlie Bureau,
whether for liquidation of an obligation properly incurred
under the allotment prior to completion date or for any
other purpose. The comj-letion date for the Series A, B, C
and E Allotments is established automatically, and for Ihe
Series D Special Purpose Allotment it is established indi-
vidually. The Series A, B, C, and E Allotments continue
available for expenditure purposes until the last day of the
second quarter of the fiscal year following the one for which
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it was granted. However, in the case of the Series D Special
Purpose Allot^nent, Individ lally assigned completion dates
for expenditure purposes are established with respect to the
specific project or projects for which the allotment was
granted.
This siiows in a e^^-^^^'a-l
^^''^J the limitations placed
on the station corrmander as to the time element in obligating
and expending tiie funds allocated to him from the Bureau of
Aeronautics
.
Kovv in order is a general discus sioa of the complex
manner in which these funds are sub-allocated and generally
for what materials and services they can be obligated and .
expended.
The Series A General Station Allotment is used for
routine maintenance and operations of station under the
management and financial control of the iiureau of Aeronautics.
The major charge against the Series A Allotment is for
salaries of per diera and per annum civilian employees engaged
in routine maintenance and operations of the station. There are
three major categories of civilian personnel at karine Corps
Air Stations whose salaries are chargeable to aviation appro-
priations. These categories are the overhaul and repair
(Series C), station operations and maintenance (Series A), and
research and development personnel (Series u).
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Salaries, includin--; leave and holidays, of per annum
employees enga.^ed in routine station maintenance and opera-
tions or when engaged in work associated with naval aviation
projects, orders, and Series D Allotments, are charged to
the general station Series A Allotment. However, in the
case of the per diem employees, only that portion of the
salary applicable for leave and holiday pay is charged to
the general station Series A Allotment when they are e.uployed
on aviation projects orders financed by Series D Ailotrnent,
In general, the Series A Allotment funds are allocated
to department heads on a quarterly basis. The amount of the
funds to be allocated to the various departments is deter-rdned
substantially in the same manner as developed during the
budget estimating process; ttiat is, the station planning and
budget board plays a dominant role in the final allocation
of funds. For administrative purposes, the Series A Allot-
ment is usually subdivided into three or four control areas,
such as per annum labor, per diem labor, material, and areas
2
of special interest such as military and civilian travel.
The general scope of the Series b Aircraft Operations
Allotment is limited to charges for material required due to
actual flight of the aircraft, plus material directly identi-
fiable with keeping the planes in a flyable condition.
Chief, bureau of Aeronautics, Instruction 7B20.6,
"Salaries of Pel* Diem and Per Annum Employees" ( Vl'ashing ton,
D.C.: Department of the iNiavy, June, 1954).
2Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics, Instruction 7820, 4A,
"Administration of Military and Civilian Travel" ( v\ashington,
D.C.: DGpartroent of the IMavy, October, 1954).
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These allotments are issued by the iiureau of Aeronautics to
the CofTiirianding Officers of each station and squadron to finance
appropriate charges incurred directly by Marine Corps
Aircraft. The Series B Allotment covers prirrarily issues of
aviation fuel, aviation lubricants and non-technical supplies
from the Navy Stock Account (NSA) but also may finance charges
for locally authorized and initiated pui'chases of items from
commercial sources and non-aviation materials and supplies
issued froir the appropriation purchases account (AC A) on a
reimbursable basis. A detailed description of the charges
financed by the Series B Allotments is contained in Enclosure 1
to Bureau of Aercna"tics Instructicn 7303.3 of 3 July 1963.
The Aircraft Overhaul Allotrient, Series C, accumulates
the charges for civilian labor, locally purchased supplies,
and Navy stock account material Issues required in the over-
haul of aircraft, engines, and aeronautical equipment, or
for other related wor^ performed in major overhaul and
repair facilities. The Series C Allotment is essentially the
sarne type of allotment as the Series A, The major charges
against this fund are the salaries of the per annum and per
diem civilian employees of the overhaul and repair facility.
As in the case of the Series A Allotment, the per diem and
per annum employees' salaries are charged to the Series C
"Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics, Insti'uction 7303.3,
"Administration of Aviation Allotments for the Operation of
Navy and Marine Corps Aircraft" (IVashington, D. C: Depart-
ment of the Navy, July, 1953).
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Allotment except when per diem employees are assigned to a
project financed i.y a S'^ries D Allotment. In this instance,
the per diem employee salaries are charged to tne Series D
Allotment except for leave and holiday pay, which is charged
to the Series C Allotment. The importance of this allotment
for purposes of this paper is minor, since the Marine Corps
has cnly one overhaul and repair facility.
The other aviation programs, which include industrial
shop equipment, general station collateral equipment, and
major repairs and minor construction projects, are each
financed under multiple allotments or project orders, normally
referred to as the Special Purpose Series D Allotment.
A separate allotment may be received for each job or project
to be performed under these tliree pro-^rams. However, as a
general rule, each budget program or project receives one
allotment to finance several jobs.
Limitations on the use of funds allotted for pur-chase
of industrial shop equipment are delineated by the bureau of
Aeronautics, The initial and replacement requirements for
general purposes plant account shop and test equipment, includ-
ing acquisition and installation cost, are chargeable to the
Series D Allotment. However, the procurement of non-plant
account shop and test equipment and single purpose equipment
is charged to tne Series C Allotment. To stress the complexity
of tiiis allotment system, it should be noted that the installa-
tion charges for non-plant account equipment it in excess
Chief, bureau of Aercna-^tics , InsLiuction 11010, 4A,
op. cit. , I'Jnclosure 1, p. 2.
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of $200. is chargeable to a special Series D Allotment,
Repairs tc general purpose shop and test equipment in excess
of $5,000., which includes tb.e cost for rework and reinstalla-
tion as well as NSA, APA. locally procured materials and
civilian and ndlitary labor, are also chargeable to the
Special Series D Allotment. As in the case of initial and
replacement of plant account equipment under certain conditions
all or part of this expense would be chargeable tc either the
overhaul Series C Allotment or the station operations and
maintenance Allotment A.
General station collateral equipment is also financed
by a special purpose Series L) Allotment. These funds may be
obligated only for items listed on the budj^eting and funding
collateral equipment requirement reports v.hich were submitted
as estimates one and two years previously. In event that an
urgent requirement arises during this period which has not
been budgeted and funded for, a special request may be sub-
mitted to the Bureau of Aeronautics for funds to accomplish the
requirement. However, in tiiis case some other funded item
or portions of several I terns must be dropped from the
schedule. The categories of equipment and services for which
this allotment may be charged were generally enumerated in
Chapter II on budgeting. However, the sair^e problem of
Cxiief, BuT'eau of Aeronautics, Instruction 11010. 4A,
op. cit ., Enclos^ire 2, p. 2.
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determining the proper charges which should be made to the
allotment are ever present. There is not only a limitation
on tho cost of an item, b'jt also a restriction as to class
of material which may be charged to this appropriation.
The latter restriction arises primarily from the existence
of different methods in funding for the various types of
material such as the NSA and APA material. Since this allot-
ment is used to finance the requliements of the suppoited
Air Flefet Marine Force units based on the station, additional
care is required to keep from obligating the funds for equip-
ment or services not properly chargeable to the allotment.
The Series A Allotment is not rrsade to the operating units
except in special instances; therefore, tho operating units
have a tendency to nake erroneous charges to this fund.
The third area which is funded by a Bureau of Aero-
nautics Special Fui'pose Series D Allotment is the major
repair and minor cc nstracti;.n projects.'^ Tliis allotment,
like all the others, is primarily controlled by the Bureau of
Aeronautics through the issuance of instructions delineating
the purpose for which trie funds may be obligated and expended.^
Chief, bureau of Aeronautics, Instiucticn 7110,1,
"special Allotment Table for Fleet f/iarine Aviation Units;
Cancella ti on o f" (Washington, D. C: Department of the Navy,
June , 19 55)
.
pChief, Bureau of Aeronautics, Instruction 7300.2,
op. cit « , p. 2,
^Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics, Instruction 7820. 12A,
"Method of Financing Public Viiorks Maintenance, Repair and
Improvement Projects under Funds Granted to Aviation Stations
by the Bureau of Aeronautics" (Washington, D. C: Department
of the Navy, 26 March 1956),
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The projects included in this program are major repairs costing
in excess ot $5,000., excluding APA and salvage materials
valued at current rmrket prices and military labor based on
wage scales of comparable civilian trades and skills; also,
major improvements projects, coating in excess of ^12,000. but
less tlian |25,000,, includiag APA ana salvage materials at
current market prices and military labor based on wage scales
of comparable civll:ian trades and skills. There are also
restrictirns placed on this type allotment by higher authority,
one of which is the method of accomplishment of the requested
project.
The major railit;iry construction projects, normally
referred to as shoi e station development projects, are
financed by a separate appropriation (Military Construction,
Navy), and are usually administered by the District Public
Works officer under contracts let »vi th commercial firms.
The bureau of Yards and Docks inaintains cognizance over all
such projects.
To sunimarize, the commanding officer by virtue of
his office is responsible for the proper and effective use
of the funds provided. B^ach allotment or project order
issued by the Chief of the bureau of Aeronautics represents
a delegation of his authority to the officer in corrmand to
obligate Ainds within the limits defined in the autr-orization.
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It is the specific responsibility of the comTianding oi ficer
tc so administer funds allotted that only obligaticns and
expenditures incurred during the specified time lirriit are
charged to the allotment or project order and that the total
amounts are not exceeded. The commanding officer may delegate
the administration of the allotte- funds or project orders to
suDordinates within his conmand. However, this in no way
relieves him of his responsibility to the Chief of the
Bureau of Aeronautics.
Allotments are granted to a Marine Corps air station
generally speaking to finance five basic programs: general
station 'naintenance and operations, aircraft flight opei'a-
tions, aircraft overhaul, research and development, industrial
shop equipment, general station collateral equipment, and major
repairs and minor construction. ?.'iajo2' constiuction projects
are financed through a separate appropriation, Milittiry Construe
tion Navy, and usually handled by the district public 'Aorks
officer.
\ Military pay and allowances for Marine personnel are
not subject to budgetary control or funding at station level,
as such expenditures are controlled centrally' by Headquarters,
Marine Corps. The station is authorized to make charges




It is apparent that even though the corrroanding O'ficer
is charged with i"-espo risibility of propsr and effective use
of the furds provided, he has very little flexibility in
the employment of such funds. Between the sometimes
inconiprehenaible raaze of Instruction from higher authority
delineating how the funds should be employed and the two-
year lead time required from the original bud;iet request
until the receipt of funds, it is surprising that the stations
are able to manage as well as they do.
It appears that the administrative control of funds
on a Marine air station is a complex audit and bcokkeeping
process and will remain so until the station corrsraander is
allowed to sutaiit an over-all station program and in return
receive a single allotnient to suj^port his program at the
desired level required by higher authority.
The following chapter will discuss, in general terrrs,




In the precedin.-: chapter, the administrative control
of funds allot tea to a iV,arine Corps Air Station was discussed.
Basically, the commanding officer of the station must depend
heavily on Lhe f .' seal accounting systen. tc adninister these
funds effectively. Through the use of the accounting system
he is able to obtain a Limely and precise review of the
status of funds cor^nited (reserved), obligated, and expended
(cash disbursement).
The Mavy accounting system, generally speaking, is
on an expenditure or cash disbursement basis. The cash
disbursements or expenditure charges at the station level
are distributed to variously classified expenditure accounts.
/rhe c- lassi f icaticn of expenditures in the Navy Department
consists essentially of classification by Congressional
appropriation, by bureau of the Budget object class, ana by
the Navy expenditure account. In addition to these primary
classifications each bureau and station has secondary
classifications, each oi which is for some specific purpose
of major importance to the organization in the administration




The allotment for station operations and niaintenance,
as indicated in the previous chaptei , is referred to as the
series A Allotment, I'ue to the wide varieties of station
activities and functions, this allotment finances the
expenditure for various types of material and services.
The expenditures or charges against this fund are normally
made to the Navy ;'i,xpenditure Accounts in the 40,000 Series.
Through the manipulation of the last four digits within
1
this series, tne various expenditure areas can be identified.
The actual job order, which is the written authority to
accomiplish certain work, specifies the expenditure account
to be char^^ed at the station level. [Expenditures under
these accounts or job orders are closed each month to the
proper allotment and thus may be classified by ai. propria-
tion. The information required by the ^iu.reau of the Budget
on object class is accumulated at station level by reclassi-
fying into the respective object classes the same documents
used for expenditure account purposes. SurrLmary reports are
then submitted.
Another mechanism for controlling expenditures at
station level is the project order x^vhich is norrr:ally issued
to support the programs for plant equipment and plant improve-
mxent requirement, general station collateral equipment
1 "Chief, bureau of supplies and Accounts, Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts Manual (Washington, D. CjI. Department
of the Navy, 1955), Article o01-2(a).
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requirements , and the annual public works repair and maintenance
re- .irement . These project orders are handled in the same
gener^il fashion as the Series A Allotment. Expenditiores
assigned to a job order are closed to the proper project
order, and in turn to the a;. f;ropriation at the end of each
month and reported to the tiureau of Aeronautics using tiie
same forms used to report allotment expenditures. Expendi-
tures under the project order are also classified by object,
purpose or expenditure account, labor and material or
services and reported to the bureau monthly. Expenditures
for the civilian payroll are made by the disbursing officer
of the activity who is an a^jsociate to the Navy Kegional
Accounts Oftice of the distaMct in which the activity is
located. The collection of this information is ac'^omplished
very much in the same manner as employed in ccifjmercial
industry. Labor time is d.istribi;ted tc each job order by
time clerks cr superv'sors and reported to the ciccounting
department on job sheets or time sheets. These labor time
reports and applicable labor rutes are used to compute the
cost by job order for the time period covered by the time
reports. IV'iaterial costs are obtaijied oy surarnarizing the
material requisitions submitted for each job order to the
storehouse upon which issues were sade. The material and
labor costs are posted to tixe job order ledgei' account and




In the event that overhead costs cire to be distributed
to the job order, standard cornrriercitil practices are follovved
to collect the overhead costs by department or overhead
cost centei-s and applied to the job order as factory overhead.
The actual exp nditure or disburser.'ent of funds for
material is accomplished by the I\avy Regional Accounts
Office according to prepared public vouchers v/hich also
delineate the proper object cl::-S3, appropriation and expendi-
ture account. The actual expenditure on the books of the
activity is accomplished after a copy of the paid public
voucher is transmitted by the i>egicnal Accounts Office and
appropriately iriatched against the obligation.
In the accounting process as pictured above, the obli-
gation, expenditure, ^nd consumption of the material is
simultaneous with the exception of lump sum and leave pay-
ments for labor and the corrimercial purchase of technical
materials r-quiring long lead time for procurement.
However, this is not always the case. Sometimes
material is purchased and recorded as an expenditure (and a
cost) in one year but such materiel is not actually consumed
until later. The expenditure records in such cases reflect
costs of materials as being applicable only to that current
year while in fact the costs are actually being incurred
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during several ye ^rs following. An example of this situation
would be the p^H'chase of certain types of technical materials
which ..re placed in the technical appropriation purckases
account inventory during one appropriation period and not
used untn some time later. ^^hen this mfc.terial was ordered
and a contract signed, it became an obligation; en receipt
of material an expenditure was made. However, the triaterial
may not be consumed for several years. Thus expenditure and
consumption do not coincide. This is only a matter of degree
because, in most instances at station level, the incurrence
of the obligation and disbursement of funds is si.i.ultaneous
with the receipt and consumption or use of materials and
services. The use of the Navy Stock Fund, v.hich finances
procurement of all common items of material, plays a large
part In making this possible. The Navy Stock I'und provides
lai'ge quantities of material inventories ready for issuej and
when the materials are ordered from the stock fund the obli-
gation, expenditure, and consumption are, for all practical
purposes, simultaneous. As indicated before, obligation and
expenditure for labor are also simultaneous with use except
for lui:ap sum leave -pa^^ments.
As mentioned above, the major exception of applying
the actual expenditure or ccst to the appropriation during
the poriod in which it was incui-red is in connection with
the local purchases of technical materials and the technical
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materials obtained from the appropriation purchase account
(ArA) stores. Since all purchases made locally are not
immediately corisurned, the appliea costs do not coincide with
the obligations and disbursements against allotments. iome
local purchases require relatively long procurement lead
time between the placement of orders or signing of contracts
and the delivery of the item. This lag betxveen orders and
delivery causes a similar lag in disbursements after obliga-
tions are incurred, as well as a lag in disbursements after
the item has been received.
The technical (APA) material procurement has similar
delays. Technical (APA) iiaterial is procured centrally by
the bureau of Aeronautics and is stocked by Navy supply
activities. P^owever, the material inventory is carried in
the Navy Appropriation F-.,]r chases Acco^rnt and is accounted
for separately from the NSA materials. Upon issue from any
cf these stores accounts (Af A) for use directly in the support
and upkeep of aircraft, a statistical cost charge only is
made against the nsing activities' (EuAer) apprcpriaticn.
No formal apprcpriaticn charge is made and no station allot-
ment is involved. In this case, the consumption and use
are not simultaneous, as there is no charge against the
using activity, and further, the part or item may have been




AvS explained earlier, a local chart of accounts is
established to meet the various operating needs of the station
as well as to meet the reportin-; requirements delineated
by higher authority. These accounts are generally estab-
lished along organizatlcnal lines and are normally referred
to as job orders. They are further sub-classified by
expense classification or ether areas of special interest.
All job order systems used by the station are necessarily
integrated into the ovei-all Navy accounting system. These
systeFiS represent basic ccllecticn points of accountin.^ data
where expenditures are recorded by congressional appropria-
tion, by object class (BuBud) and by expenditure account
(buAer).
The responsibility of collecti n, recording and report-
ing the data for the various account i: and sub-accounts is
delegated to the fiscal officer. Under the past organiza-
tional arrangement the sup.ly and fiscal function were
included in one department. However, as of June, 1954,
those stations supporting an aircraft overhaul facility were
directed to separate the b^ccounting and supply function.
While the fiscal department will be responsible for station
apprcpriaticn, cost, stores, and .lant accounting, the supply
]_
"^Chief, bureau of Aeronautics, Instruction 5451. liA,
"Estublishrrent of Comptroller Organization and I'uncticns at
Naval Aeronautical Shore Activities" ( V.ashingtcn, D. C:
Department of the Navy, April, 1954).
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department will continue to bs responsible for stock records,
controlling of allotments for procurearient of inventories.
Navy stock fund allotments, and for preparation of dollar
supply management report and class cognizance reports.
Allotment accounts, which are also identified by
the job order account structure, are usually established
alcm, the organizational lines of responsibility. The detailed
allotment records provide for setiiregation of commitments
(reservations), obligations, expenditures, ^nd avc.ilaule
balances. The expenditures are further subdivided into
civilian labor, coriv:cn (NSA) materials, local purchases, and
overhead. The expenditure and cost accounts are considered
subsidiary to the allotment account. Civilian payroll
account J ng is integrated v^ith the employee accounts and
service recoids. The .is tribu tion of labor cost is performed
as an integrated f-anction of payroll preparation.
Accounting for capital equipment and improvements is
in accordance Kith establlsned procedures for Navy-wide use.
An individual Plant Account card is maintained for each item
of capital equipment. The card contains a description and
the acquisition cost, the totals of which are posted to a
capital assets account.
In general, the internal controls over financial
transactions are adequate since organizational responsibilities
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are properly divided so that appropriate cbecks and balances
are autoiTu<:jtically prcdiiced. =one cf the Internal controls
used as a check and balance is ths ©ivllian 1 ..bcr distri-
bution cost, which rrjujit agree T?iitn the gross cost cf the
civil {layrc 11. The Analysis of the i^abor i-oll Summary (S .x A
Form S8G) must also agree vith the Labor Koll Surrjiiary (S . A
Form 184). Another exa-iple of internal Cf-ntro Is is the
cost of cofnr.on jr.cttei ^aie by Lxpenditur»:- Account (3 & A Fcrra.
670), which raust agree with the Surrjinary of Materials Issued
by Appropriation Charges (3 & A Form 70) which b'^ccmes the
accountini,^ docui-'iant used foi' recordirii^ official ax^i^opria-
tions in the Navy general led^^er. Inventories are classified
by Aeoo'jnt { APA k USA) and Ccgniaance Symbols. Issues
reported on balance sheets muot agree witi: the ex;;. enditures
noted above v.hile the total of all cognizance syrribols must
equal the tot:il inventory en hand. checks are mad© period-
ically to insure agreement of stock card records witxh pnysicai
count. Stock card records are also checked with dollar control
ac CO ant s
.
Hie above indicates that the Navy acco'mting system
is developed along organizational lines, and the three basic
methods of identification are by Congressional appropriations.
Office of the CoiTiptroller, Kavy Comptroller 'iV;an\ial









Navy excendlture account, and the bureau of ths ^^udget object
class. The accounting system at the station level is pri.r.arily
on a cash dl sb'^rsement or expenditure baais. Since the bulk
of the transactions are for v.rages and materials drawn froni
the Navy stock fund, the obligation, expenditure and consump-
tion take place simultaneously. However, there are occasions
when the obligation, expenditure and consumption time
periods dc not coincide \';ith the appropriations time pc-rlod.
These two exceptions occur in the local purchase of technical
materials, which require lon^; lead time, «nd v/nen technical
material is v/ithdrawn from the Appropriations Purchase Account
which is financed from appropriated f>3nds centrally controlled
by the bureau of Aeronautics. There is nc charge to the
station allotments for this material.
The chart of accounts at station level is usually
established through the station job order systern which centre Is
the expenditures of labor, materials, and overhead to s:.;eci fie
expenditure accounts.
The allotm.ent records provide for se^^re^ation of
commitments, obligati ns , expenditures, and the available
balances. The expenditures are fuither subdivided into
civilian labor cost, co :;on (MSA) materials cost, local
purchases and overhead, and the expenditure and cost accounts
are subsidiary to the allotment accounts. The system of
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distributing costs is similar tc that of many industrial
organizations
•
Controlling accounts ure maintained for such things
as capital equipment and inventories.
Internal controls are adequc..te cvei' financial tranS'
actlcns and follow the general practices of dividing
organizational renponsibilitiea so that appropriate checks




Air Station financial management, as it pertains to
budgeting, administrative ccntrcl of funds, and accountinti,
has been revievved. This chapter % ill be devoted to a
generalized examination of sonie of the various reports vhich
are generated by the management cycle. generally speaking,
the station financial management reports can be classified
into four general categories: budget reports, fiscal reports,
unit cose reports, and work measurement reports.
In budgeting for the station operating programs
(Allotment Series A, 3, C, ana E) the Bureau of Aei'onautics
form KAVAER 3056A, "S'ummary of Allotment Requirements," is
used. This fcrm surrjuarizes each of the Series A, i^, C, and
E Allotments for the current pei-iod a.nd estimates requirements
foi the oudget period. ihe curi'ent period suramary is further
subdivided into actual and estimated amounts for civilian
labor and for materials and services. The estimated i-equire-
ments for the forthcoming budget period also delineate the labor
and materials and sei'vices needs by quarters. With this summar
ized budget report, several supporting documents, such as the
supporting data for Series c Aircraft Operations ^illotment




The supportirii.: data, for the Series b Aircraft
Operations Allotment report classifies the current and budget
period cost by aircraft model, average number of operating
aircraft, utilization, flight hour acccraplishtnent, a^-erage
cost per flight hour, and total cost. It should be noted
that virtually the sane information is also required on the
Aircraft Op-rating Cost Fepcrt submitted to the Bureau of
Aeronautics monthly.
?/ithin tlie area of budget request cr estimates are
two other repoi'tfc pi-evlously mentioned in the chapter on
budgeting. These are the budgeting and l\inding ( NAVAFR 2520)
for plant equipment and improvements, and the Public V'/orks
Maintenance and Repair Rej)ort ( Euiler Report 11014-1),
Both reports contain sir.iilar information, as was explained,
in budgeting procedure.
Under the category of fiscal reports, there are
Status of Kllctments (NAVKXOS Form 3443), Aviation Allotment
Statement, and Status of x'rojoct Orders ( DD Form 412).
The Status of Allotmonts (?brm 3443) is a Navy -wide
2
required report. It is a monthly sunmary of funds available
and obligations incurred under an allotment. It is used to
Ch-ef, bui'cau of Aeronautics, Instiuction 7310.4,
"Accumulation and i^eporting of Aircraft Operating Cost"
(VJashington, D.C.: Department of the Navy, May, 1955).
pOf rice of the Comptroller, Navy Ccmptroll<r;rs Manual
,
op. cit
. , pp. 2-28.
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show progress of the .Ian in terms of aollars. There is
nothing in the report to indicate hov^' far the actual plan has
been carried out. To explain further, there is no measure
of actual work accomplislied to money extended. However, the
report does indicate the rate at which the funds are being
obligated to carry out the plans in relation to the funds
made available for those plans. Deviations frorn the planned
rate of obligation in terms of dollars ai-e analyzed and
become the basis for ccrrective action by the cormiandlng
offacei-. This report is used by the Lui'ea.n of Aeronautics
as an official source document for sunimarizing all station
allotment cbli^ationa and posting to the bureau official
appro pr i at io n aceo iint •
the Aviation Allotment Statement or report is prepared
in conjunction with the Aircraft Operating Cost Peport
(Na^Aer Form 2676) and the Statu- of Allotments Obligation.-^
It presents monthly summar^^ data on expenditures, obligatlonB
and funds available under an aviation allotment. It can
be considered a subsidiary repcrt to the Status of Allotments
(NavAer 3443) in that the gross obligation is broken down to
show the amount of expenditures and the amount of outstanding
obligations. The aviation allotment statement makes farther
'Chief, bureau of Aeronautics, InsLructicn 7ojo.5,




subdivision of expenditures between labor, MSA materials, and
local purchases, Thi^ detailed information is not made
available en the Statiia of Allotments Report { NAVEXOS Form
3443). These data are uaed by b^ireau program managers as
well as the BuAer Comptroller to review rates of f^jnd iitili-
zation and the relationship between manpower, the use of
Navy s^ipply system materials, and the volume of local
purchases. It also indicates the rapidity at which a station
liquidates its oblig:^vt ion.s or pays its bills.
The Status of i'roject Order Report ( DD F'orm 412) is
similar in nature to the St.tus of Allotments and the
allotment statement previously described. It is a Navy-wide
report which presents monthly s^'^mmary data on expend J tvres
and obligation of funds under each proiect order. Another
report vi-hich is used to accomplish the same purpose is the
Status of Public V.orks Construction Projects (NAVDOC-S 1715
rev. 2-55). The Bureau of Aercna-itics receives monthly a
copy of this report which is actually used as a current
status report to checV: on the annual I'ublic Work Maintenance
and Repair I^eport (BuAer Report 11014-1), m.entioned in the
discussion on budgeting.
The next area to be covered in reporting is that of
un^t cost. Unit cost reports in general -^re the Station
Maintenance and Operating Cost Report, Supply Function Coat
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Analysls, Aircraft Operating Cost Report, and Industrial
Cost Feport.
The Stution Maintenance and Orjeratinj.-; Cost Report
( NAVAER 2543) is propai'ed in conjunction with the Summary of
Allotment Requirements ( NAVAEK 5036A) vhich v/as discussed
under Budget Reports. This report is p.resently required but
once a year. It consists of a summary of cost dita under
the Series A -f^llotment for the various departments and func-
tions of the station and shov/s unit costs v/here applicable,
such as iriaintenance cost per square foot of building space
and paved areas, unit maintenance cost of automotive vehicles,
cost per ton of supplies handled, etc.
The next report under the heading of unit cost is
the Supply and Fiscal Function. This report is no'A being
prepared and submitted on a trial basis by selected .Naval
air stations and is aligned V/ith the Bureau of Aeronautics
work measurement program. At the present tirne, Mcj.rine
Corps a ." I- sti. fcicns are not i equired to submit it. The
reporting procedure as required by this program 3s the initial
step in a plan to develop a corrplete integration of fiscal
d£. ta with work mo.:. surement d?ita and is ccnsistent v.'Itrj the
Chief, bureau of Aeronautics, Instruction 7310.5,
"Accumulation and heportin-i of Station lunctional i^erformance
Cost for Work Measurement, Supply and Physical functions"
( Vlashlngton, D. C, : Departnjent of the Navy, June, 1955).
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over-all trend being developed within the ^^avj Uepartment and
other ccmponents of the Department of Defense. The following
quotation from the uureau of ijud£;et G:lrcular ?Io, A-'J 1 for
liscal year 1955 states:
It is important to use v;ork measurement oi' unit coat
in justifying of estimates wherever possible. Although
the use of statistics niuat be ten'.pered b^' judgruent,
there is no more readily defended method of justifying
the requirerientf for an tjccepted progr-m ol vvcrk than
by the judicious use of work measurement or unit cost
statistics, . , .
It is anticipated that the other station work measure-
ment fVmctional areas will be brought uncei- periodic cost
reporting procedui'es in the near future.
Another cost report is the Aircraft Operc.ting Cost
Report (Series B Allotment). This Is a tv.o-part report
submitted on KAVAEFv Form 267S, the first p<-:rt being a summary
statement of cost incn'i'ed, outstanding orders, ana funds
available. The second part is an analysis of the cost
incurred, by aircraft model, with related st>;tistical data
applicable to the flight op -rations program. This report
provides for the reporting of raaterial cost en an "as used"
or applied cost basis and Is reviewed from this standpoint
and apprcpriate steps taken to reconcile cost reports with
the expenditure or appropriation accounting reports mentioned
earlier. These data are used by field co.rrranders and bureau
programi managers, as ell as Bureau of Aerona:itlc3 comptrollers,
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In the !rc nth -to -mo nth management and review of the flight
operatini3 program. Unit flight hour coats and gross coat
Incurred for the prop-,ram are compared with the bud/ret figures
and deviations analyzed as a basis for corrective action.
These reports are also used as back-up material for budgets
to be submitted to Congress.
The Industrial Cost Report is of major Importance
to air stations supporting an overhaMl and repair facility.
This report presents cost and related st-itistical data
applicable to the aircraft overhaul program, s-ich as rnil.. tary
and civil J an man-hoMrs, associated labor cost in dollars,
NSA, APA, and locally ^-rocured materials cost by work program,
These data are used by the bureau program managers in produc-
tion or work-load sched lin,.' , fund adrriinisti'atlon , and
budgetin^a; control of the aircraft overhaul program at bureau
level.
The final area of financial reporting by the Marine
Corps air station is the 'i/'k^rk Measurement and Manpower
Beport, This report is inenticned here and at ether times
in this study to brin : into the picture the fact that
raanpovor repv rts play a large part in btid.jet analyses and
Chief, bureau of Aeronautics, instrvjction 751C.4,
op. c i t
. , p. 2.

revlev.s and are used as back-up data for budjjet justification
as well as for control of manpower oistribution. Some of
the S!.;eclal iA/ork Measurement and Manpower l<eports submitted
to meet the needs of the '-'ureau of Aeronautics are: the
Quarterly Vork ^teasurement Keport (prepai=ed in three parts);
Monthly Summary Report on Military and Civilian Personnel;
Monthly Report of -»^oard on Civilian EmployiTjent by Appropriation
and BuAer Budr^et Activity; and the Quarterly V;ork l^e'^>surement
Sumnia ry Ke po 1 1
.
Tne mci-6 detailed reports supporting the summary
reports comprise the following fuocticns: industrial rela-
tions, security, fiscal, si;ipply, jjublic v;crks, and overhaul
and repair. vVhile the reports are useful at bureau, level
in evaluating and controlling over-all performance as well
as in programming budgetary requirements, the greatest
potential for uae exists at the station level in daj^-to-day
management.
To susvimardze the station financial reportinfj system,
it is evident that there is a need for a summary financial
.report covering over-exll station cperaticrs. This report
should be an integrated summary of all the elements C'lrrently
being reported in the many individual fiscal reports, unit
cost reports, assets reports and manpov;er reports. At the
present time, there is a study under v/ay v;hich has as its
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objectlve the development of i^ set of financial reports
somewhat similar to a commercial balance sheet and a summary
operating statement which will present a picture of over-all
station performance.
The last general area to be covered by this study
of the financial rnanageinent cycle is internal auditing.
At the pi'esent time there is no formal organization established
on a iViarine Corps Air Station to perform the function of an
internal auditing staff. Eowever, numerous audits and
inspections are made by outside organizations to insure
compliance vith standard policies and proced^ires and to
point out procedural improvements. Audits are raade by the
Navy Comptroller internal auditors, the Navy Inspector
General, the Marine Corps inspector ueneral, the Naval
District ^Uwply Office, Bureau of Aeronautics Management
Personnel, the General Accounting Office, plus other audits
in specialized fields such as the Marine Corps examination
of air station exciianges.
The reports made by these auditors or Inspectors
are submitted to the rsureau of Aeronautics and/or the
Co 'imandant of the Marine Corps for review, cor-./fient, and
approval of appropriate recommendations. The audits, generally
speaking, have considerable overlap and duplication. However,
there is basically a separation of the audit function into
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twc areas. Por example, the -ns pec tor General for the Navy
and Marine Corps is primarily interested in the operational
aspect of managing the air station, while the Navy Gomptroller
Audit Staff is interested in the financial process of
collecting, recordirg, analyzing, and reporting the obligation




Financial management at an aii= station has become
a complex function subject to more influences from outside
sources than would perhaps be incident to the operation of
a private business of similar size. It v ould appear that
the military organizational philosophy of centialized control
of operations in many ways limits the latitude of air station
commanding officers in the conduct of their business. In
planning operations, for ini;tance, we have seen that no less
than five higher echelon at^encies pi-ovide guidance to the
station commander; guidance which is sometimes conflicting.
Instead of one or two comprehensive bude^et requests for
cap it 1 outlaws or operating funds, the station must submit
several money requests in different areas and with abnormally
detailed justification. An example is the Industrial Shop
Equipment and Plant ImproveTnent Budget request which requires
not only dollar information but substantive facts regarding
installation of the item, norxencl.ature, stock numbers, etc.
To further complicate financial management problems.
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accounting information is required in three diffeient classi-
fications: by Congressional appropriation; by bureau of the
Budget object class; and by Navy bureau account divisions.
In the reporting field, the station commandei- cannot prepare
a single financial report depicting over-all station per-
formance, but must submit a myriad of individual statements
such as fiscal reports, unit cost repcrty, asset reports,
manpower reports, etc. The station also is subject not to
one audit of management operations but to as riany as five by
different agencies. And rules limiting administi-aticn of
the multiple allotments granted a station comm^ander tend to
restrict his freedom of managerial decision.
The establ J sh^nent of a formal comptroller-ship function
at Marine Corps air stations centralizes both the IMavy and
Marine Corps fiscal functions, as well as all major financial
management tasks, In one stuff agency v;orking directly under
the commanding officer. This action serves the purpose of
putting all the problems in one location on the station but
apparently elimim^tes none of them.
With the exception of the above, no major adminis-
trative changes have been made recently which would appear
to aid in increasing substantially the effectiveness of air
station financial management. Advances have been made
through "economy drives," work measurement programs, and the
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like, but nc ouostanding metnods have 'b:en introduced ivhich
wculd a ''ford commanding officers a means of attaining
increased financial management control thereby enablintj then
to use their individu&l initiative in carrying out effective
programs. The mass of budgeting and accounting detail: the
intricate reporting system; and the multifarious restrictions
placed on so many allotments: all tiiese things impair the
effective implementation of an air station financial program.
The factors of major significance in any consideration
of air stbiticn financial management are the need foi* simplifi-
cation of fiscal procedures and the requirement for more
latitude of decision for commanding officers. In recogn.: tion
of these facts two programs have been offered to increase
management effectiveness. The first of these is a proposal
to eliminate the practice of granting numerous allotments
to stations and to reduce the nunber of allotments to a
minimum. Secondly, industrial funding of Navy and Marine
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